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•Victorian Era: 1830s-1900

•Arts and Crafts Movement:


•Flourished in Europe (and later, North America) 
between about 1860s-1920s

•William Morris (1834-1896)

•Arthur Mackmurdo (1851-1942)


•Art Nouveau (La Belle Époque):  
about 1890-1914 (start of World War 1)
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• France: Art Nouveau or Le Style Mucha


• Germany: Jugendstil 
After magazine Jugend (Youth)


• Austria: Sezessionstil  
After Vienna Secession movement


• Italy: Stile Floreale or Stile Liberty 
After textiles from London department store


• Spain: Modernismo


• The Netherlands: Nieuwe Kunst

“ART NOUVEAU” 

OVERVIEW

Alphonse Mucha, The Seasons, 1897

• Initial phase of modern movement in art as 
ARTISTS NO LONGER LOOKED TO THE  
PAST FOR INSPIRATION 

• Close collaboration between visual artists and writers


• Rejection of realism for metaphysical and sensuous


• Led artists to symbolic and philosophic attitudes

“ART NOUVEAU” 

OVERVIEW



• Artists and supporters attempted to make art  
part of everyday life 

• “Fine Arts” training : 
Art forms and methods were developed for aesthetics  
but embraced applied art techniques.


• Respected painters felt no shame creating 
advertisements as artwork.
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• Artists and supporters attempted to make art  
part of everyday life 

• “Fine Arts” training : 
Art forms and methods were developed for aesthetics  
but embraced applied art techniques.


• Respected painters felt no shame creating 
advertisements as artwork.


• Development of commercial printing techniques 
>> Able to upgrade significantly the visual quality  
     of mass communications
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ART NOUVEAU
• Art movement from Japan’s Tokugawa period (1603-1867)


• Shogun banned travel/exchange = isolation 


• So ukiyo-e mostly created before the time period it  
influenced Art Nouveau 

UKIYO-E

Much like western woodcut processes, the Japan-based method 
revolves around relief carvings and conscious color application. 

1.To create a woodblock print in the traditional Japanese style,  
  an artist would first draw an image onto washi, a thin yet durable  
  type of paper. 


2.The washi would then be glued to a block of wood, and— 
  using the drawing's outlines as a guide—the artist would carve  
  the image into its surface.


3.The artist would then apply ink to the relief. A piece of paper  
  would be placed on top of it, and a flat tool called a baren  
  would help transfer the ink to the paper. 


4.To incorporate multiple colors into the same work, artists would  
  simply repeat the entire process, creating separate woodblocks  
  and painting each with a different pigment.

UKIYO-E - WOODBLOCK PRINTING

Katsushika Hokusai, "The Great Wave off Kanagawa" ca. 1829

• “Pictures of the floating world.”


• Subjects usually scenes and actors from Kabuki 
theatrical plays, renowned courtesans and 
prostitutes, erotica


• Provided new approaches:


• Subject Matter 

• Space 

• Color 

• Drawing Conventions

UKIYO-E - SUBJECT MATTER



Utagawa Kuniyasu, Three Kabuki Actors Playing Hanetsuki, ca. 1823 Tōshūsai Sharaku, Kabuki Actor Ōtani Oniji III as Yakko Edobei in the Play The Colored Reins of a Loving Wife, 1794 Kitagawa Utamaro, portrait of a courtesan, late 1700s

• “Pictures of the floating world.”
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theatrical plays, renowned courtesans and 
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• Subject Matter 
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UKIYO-E - SUBJECT MATTER

• “Pictures of the floating world.”


• Subjects usually scenes and actors from Kabuki 
theatrical plays, renowned courtesans and 
prostitutes, erotica


• Provided new approaches:


• Subject Matter 

• Space 

• Color 

• Drawing Conventions

UKIYO-E

Suzuki Harunobu, Lovers Walking in the Snow (Crow and Heron), 1764–72

Torii Kiyonaga, “Bathhouse Women,” ca. 1780

The term Japonisme usually refers to the late-19th 
century (late 1800s) European craze for Japanese art 
- notably fans, screens, lacquers, bronzes, silks, 
porcelains and Ukiyo-e woodblock prints -  
which arrived in huge quantities from Japan,  
following the decision taken in 1854 by the Tokugawa 
Shogunate to open up its seaports to international 
trade with the West. 

JAPONISME

James Tissot, Young Ladies Looking at Japanese Objects, 1869



• Calligraphic line drawing


• Abstraction, simplification of figures 

• FLAT color and silhouettes


• Unconventional use of bold black shapes,  
decorative pattern


• Subjects often emblematic symbols,  
graphic interpretations conveying ESSENCE 

• Detailed SUGGESTIVE impressions of environment

UKIYO-E >>> JAPONISME

Ando Hiroshige, Evening Squall at Great Bridge near Atake, c. 1856-59 Utugawa Kuniyoshi, "The Story of Nippondaemon and the Cat", 1835 via Illustration Chronicles

Andō Hiroshige, “The Plum Garden in Kameido,” 1857 
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ART NOUVEAU

A time period conventionally dated from the end of the  
Franco-Prussian War in 1871* to the outbreak of  
World War I in 1914. 


*Some state the official start is 1890; however, all agree  
 it came to a halt with the start of WW1.  

The Belle Époque was named in retrospect when it began  
to be considered a "golden age” in contrast to the horrors  
of World War I.


LA BELLE ÉPOQUE
A French term meaning “The Beautiful Era” for a time period in Western European history.

•A period characterized by optimism, regional peace, 
economic prosperity* and technological, scientific and 
cultural innovations. 

                 *Not for everyone. But everything is better for everyone  
                  before WW1 ends “The Beautiful Era”.


• In the climate of the period, especially in Paris, the arts 
flourished. Many masterpieces of literature, music, 
theater, and visual art gained recognition.  
 

LA BELLE ÉPOQUE
A French term meaning “The Beautiful Era” for a time period in Western European history.

•ART NOUVEAU - cultural epicenter is Paris, France


•Montmartre neighborhood to be even more specific.

LA BELLE ÉPOQUE
A French term meaning “The Beautiful Era” for a time period in Western European history.
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Édouard Manet, A Bar at the Folies-Bergère, 1882

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, At the Moulin Rouge, 1892-95

• July 29, 1881: Loi sur la liberté de la presse  
(the Press Law of 1881) is passed.


•French law that allowed posters anywhere  
except churches, at polls, or any place designated  
for official notices 

•Streets become art galleries in Paris 

•+ Arts and Crafts Movement’s claim that  
applied (decorative) art is equal to traditional art


•THEREFORE, advertisements could be considered “art”.

LA BELLE ÉPOQUE
A French term meaning “The Beautiful Era” for a time period in Western European history.

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Moulin Rouge: La Goulue, 1891

• July 29, 1881: Loi sur la liberté de la presse  
(the Press Law of 1881) is passed


•French law that allowed posters anywhere  
except churches, at polls, or any place designated  
for official notices 

•Streets become art galleries in Paris 

•+ Arts and Crafts Movement’s claim that  
applied (decorative) art is equal to traditional art


•THEREFORE, advertisements could be considered “art”.

LA BELLE ÉPOQUE
A French term meaning “The Beautiful Era” for a time period in Western European history.

Jules Cheret, poster for Orphee aux Enfers, 1879 Theophile Alexandre Steinlein, poster, “Tounee du chat noir” de Rodolphe Salis, 1896
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•Organic, plantlike line freed from  
roots and gravity


•Vine tendrils and flowers


•“Whiplash curves”


•Birds (esp. peacocks)


•Human female

ART NOUVEAU STYLE

Alphonse Mucha, poster for Job cigarette papers, 1898

•Organic, plantlike line freed from  
roots and gravity


•Vine tendrils and flowers


•“Whiplash curves”


•Birds (esp. peacocks)


•Human female

ART NOUVEAU STYLE

Aubrey Beardsley, “The Peacock Skirt”, 

illustration from Oscar Wilde’s Salome, 1894 

•Objectification of the female form 


•Birth | Life | Death


•Growth and decay

ART NOUVEAU SUBJECT MATTER

Working in industrialized cities, Art Nouveau 
designers and painters found their greatest  
inspiration in nature —  

not necessarily nature's beauty,  
but instead its vital force, its never-changing  
life cycle of birth, life, decay and death.  
 
Nature sometimes took the role of a creepy other-
world, governed by dark uncontrollable forces.


ART NOUVEAU SUBJECT MATTER

“Quick History:  Art Nouveau” by Anna Hoffman, https://www.apartmenttherapy.com/quick-history-art-nouveau-142976

This idea of an uncontrollable world all around us 
was mirrored in the Art Nouveau interest in 
psychology, symbolism and the supernatural. 


Sigmund Freud was writing about the  
unconscious dream world, and artists were  
trying to explore that world through art and design.  
 
Symbols weren't fixed —  
their meaning shifted and was ambiguous.

ART NOUVEAU SUBJECT MATTER

“Quick History:  Art Nouveau” by Anna Hoffman, https://www.apartmenttherapy.com/quick-history-art-nouveau-142976

Also ambiguous was the role of women  
in Art Nouveau. As always, women were  
important muses for artists and designers.  
 
At this time there  
was a lot of interest  
in famous performers  
like Sarah Bernhardt  
and the nightclub  
performer Jane Avril.


ART NOUVEAU SUBJECT MATTER

“Quick History:  Art Nouveau” by Anna Hoffman, https://www.apartmenttherapy.com/quick-history-art-nouveau-142976

But in an era when women were increasingly 
independent — struggling for suffrage, gaining the 
right to divorce, more visible in the public sphere  
than previous generations — the Art Nouveau 
woman had a menacing twist.  

She was alluringly sexual, but also scandalous, 
morally compromised – even mortally threatening. 

ART NOUVEAU SUBJECT MATTER

“Quick History:  Art Nouveau” by Anna Hoffman, https://www.apartmenttherapy.com/quick-history-art-nouveau-142976
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ART NOUVEAU
•Japanese Ukiyo-e 

•Celtic ornament


•William Blake’s books


•Rococo style


•Arts and Crafts Movement


•Pre-Raphaelite painting


•Vincent Van Gogh-swirling forms


•Paul Gauguin : flat color, stylized organic contour


•Nabis group : symbolic color, decorative pattern
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ARTISTS’ INSPIRATIONS

Vincent Van Gogh, Starry Night, 1889

Vincent Van Gogh, Self-Portrait, 1889

•Japanese Ukiyo-e


•Celtic ornament


•William Blake’s books


•Rococo style


•Arts and Crafts Movement


•Pre-Raphaelite painting


•Vincent Van Gogh-swirling forms


•Paul Gauguin : flat color, stylized organic contour 

•Nabis group : symbolic color, decorative pattern

ARTISTS’ INSPIRATIONS

Paul Gaughin, Vahine no te tiare  
(Woman with a Flower), 1891


Paul Gaughin, Manao Tupapau  
(The Spirit of the Dead Keeps Watch), 1892


•Japanese Ukiyo-e


•Celtic ornament


•William Blake’s books


•Rococo style


•Arts and Crafts Movement


•Pre-Raphaelite painting


•Vincent Van Gogh-swirling forms


•Paul Gauguin : flat color, stylized organic contour


•Nabis group : symbolic color, decorative pattern

ARTISTS’ INSPIRATIONS



Pierre Bonnard, Standing Nude, 1906


Édouard Vuillard, The Album, 1895
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FRANCE

HIGHLIGHTED ARTISTS

• Jules Chéret

• Eugène Grasset

• Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec

• Alphonse Mucha

• Aubrey Beardsley

• Charles Ricketts

ENGLAND

• Will BradleyAMERICA

• Henri van de VeldeBELGIUM

• Jugend Magazine

• Peter Behrens

GERMANY
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JULES CHÉRET
Typical Chéret composition:

• Central figure or figures 
in animated gesture


• Surrounded by swirls  
of color


• Secondary figures  
or props


• Bold lettering that often 
echoes the shapes and 
gestures of the figure.

Jules Cheret, “Orphee aux Enfers”, 1879

JULES CHÉRET
Beautiful young women in 
posters known as chérettes: 

• Became archetypes 

• Neither prudes nor prostitutes


• Enjoying life to fullest


• Self-assured, happy


• Low-cut dresses


• Dancing, drinking wine.  
Even smoking in public!


• Some have called Chéret the 
“father of women’s liberation”


• Opened options that weren’t 
available during Victorian EraJules Cheret, 


“Elyse Montmarte bal masque” 

poster, 1896

JULES CHÉRET
Beautiful young women in 
posters known as chérettes: 

• Became archetypes 

• Neither prudes nor prostitutes


• Enjoying life to fullest


• Self-assured, happy


• Low-cut dresses


• Dancing, drinking wine.  
Even smoking in public!


• Some have called Chéret the 
“father of women’s liberation”


• Opened options that weren’t 
available during Victorian Era

Jules Cheret,” El Dorado” Poster, 1894

FRANCE

HIGHLIGHTED ARTISTS

• Jules Chéret

• Eugène Grasset 
• Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec

• Alphonse Mucha

• Aubrey Beardsley

• Charles Ricketts

ENGLAND

• Will BradleyAMERICA

• Henri van de VeldeBELGIUM

• Jugend Magazine

• Peter Behrens

GERMANY



EUGENE GRASSET

• Quietly demure instead 
of exuberant, Grasset’s 
women evoke a 
different nature  
than chérettes.


• But the compositions 
still contain: 


• Whiplash Curves


• Plant life


• Objectification  
of female form

Eugene Grasset, exhibition poster, c. 1894
 Eugene Grasset, chapter title page and text page from Histoire des quatre fils Aymon, 1883


Eugene Grasset, La Grande Dame Revue, 1894

Eugene Grasset, October (from full calendar), 1896

Eugene Grasset, Méditation, 1897
Eugene Grasset, 

Suzy Deguez,  
c. 1905
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AUBRELY BEARDSLEY

• This cover launched  
his career.


• The editor reproduced  
11 of his illustrations in 
the inaugural issue.  


• Most of his other work  
is “shockingly erotic”.

Eugene Grasset, exhibition poster, c. 1894
 Aubrey Beardsley, “The Peacock Skirt”,  
illustration from Oscar Wilde’s Salome, 1894  

Aubrey Beardsley, “The Dancer’s Reward”, 
illustration from Oscar Wilde’s Salome, 1894  

Aubrey Beardsley, Frontispiece for 
'Venus and Tannhauser’1893

Aubrey Beardsley,  
How Four Queens Found Lancelot Sleeping,1893




Aubrey Beardsley, The Black Cape,1894 Aubrey Beardsley, Aristopane’s Lystistrata, 1896
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• Will BradleyAMERICA

• Henri van de VeldeBELGIUM

• Jugend Magazine

• Peter Behrens
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Charles Ricketts, title page for The Sphinx, 1894 Charles Ricketts, page fromThe Sphinx, 1894 Other artwork by Charles Ricketts, many illustrating books of others’ poetry
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HENRI DE TOULOUSE-LAUTREC
• “An aristocratic, alcoholic dwarf 

known for his disreputable lifestyle, 
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec created art 
that was inseparable from his  
legendary life.”


• As an adult, Lautrec had a normally 
proportioned upper body, but the 
stubby legs of a dwarf;  
his mature height was barely five feet, 
and he walked with great difficulty  
using a cane. 


• Lautrec compensated for his physical 
deformities with alcohol and an acerbic, 
self-deprecating wit. 


• His sympathy and fascination for the 
marginal in society, as well as his keen 
caricaturist’s eye, may be partly 
explained by his own physical handicap.

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/laut/hd_laut.htm
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Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec created art 
that was inseparable from his  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HENRI DE TOULOUSE-LAUTREC

• His career lasted just over a decade and coincided with two 
major developments in late nineteenth-century Paris:  
               > the birth of modern printmaking  
               > and the explosion of nightlife culture


• His paintings of dancehall performers and prostitutes are 
personal and humanistic, revealing the sadness and humor 
hidden beneath rice powder and gaslights. 


• Lautrec’s posters promoted Montmartre entertainers as 
celebrities, and elevated the popular medium of the  
advertising lithograph to the realm of high art. 


• Though he died tragically young (at age 36)  from complications 
due to  alcoholism and syphilis, his influence was long-lasting.

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/laut/hd_laut.htm
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Louis Victor Paul Bacard, La Goulue de face sur une jambe et 
tenant sa jambe droite levée en haut


Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, lithograph poster  
“La Goulue au Moulin Rouge”, 1891

Louis Victor Paul Bacard, La Goulue de face sur une jambe et 
tenant sa jambe droite levée en haut


Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec,  
La Goulue at the Moulin Rouge,  

1891-92, oils on board

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, lithographic poster Jane Avril, 1893



Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, , lithograph poster for Divan Japonais, 1892
 Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, lithograph poster Artistide Bruant, 1893 Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, , lithograph poster for Troupe de Mlle. Eglantine, 1896

HENRI DE TOULOUSE-LAUTREC

• His career lasted just over a decade and coincided with two 
major developments in late nineteenth-century Paris:  
               > the birth of modern printmaking  
               > and the explosion of nightlife culture


• His paintings of dancehall performers and prostitutes are 
personal and humanistic, revealing the sadness and humor 
hidden beneath rice powder and gaslights. 


• Lautrec’s posters promoted Montmartre entertainers as 
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http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/laut/hd_laut.htm
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, L`abandon (Les deux amies) [Abandonment (the Pair)], 1895, oils Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Seated Dancer in Pink Tights, 1890, oils and ink on board

HENRI DE TOULOUSE-LAUTREC

• His career lasted just over a decade and coincided with two 
major developments in late nineteenth-century Paris:  
               > the birth of modern printmaking  
               > and the explosion of nightlife culture


• His paintings of dancehall performers and prostitutes are 
personal and humanistic, revealing the sadness and humor 
hidden beneath rice powder and gaslights. 


• Lautrec’s posters promoted Montmartre entertainers as 
celebrities, and elevated the popular medium of the  
advertising lithograph to the realm of high art. 


• Though he died tragically young (at age 36)  from complications 
due to  alcoholism and syphilis, his influence was long-lasting.

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/laut/hd_laut.htm
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F.T. Nadar, photograph of Sarah Bernhardt

Alphonse Mucha, Gismonda, poster, 1894

ALPHONSE MUCHA
• Studied pose from Grasset’s 

earlier poster for Bernhardt  
in Joan of Arc


• Bottom portion unfinished 
because Mucha ran out of time 

• Elongated format


• Almost 7 feet tall


• Used Byzantine-inspired 
mosaics as background motifs


• Plants, flowers, Moravian folk art


• Magic and occult*


• Parisians fell in love, fame set in
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• Parisians fell in love, fame set in Alphonse Mucha, Four Seasons (Winter, Spring, Summer, Autumn), 1895

Mucha’s women project an archetypical sense of unreality.



Alphonse Mucha, The Seasons (series), four decorative panels on silk, 1900

Exotic, sensuous, yet maiden-like. 
Express no age, nationality, historical period.

Alphonse Mucha, The Seasons (series), 1896

Hair becomes part of his recognizable style.

Alphonse Mucha, poster for Job cigarette papers, 1898

Alphonse Mucha, Chocolat Idéal, 1890s Alphonse Mucha, Biscuits Lefèvre-Utile ads, 1896 (both) Alphonse Mucha, Soap factory of Bagnolet ad, 1897
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• Will BradleyAMERICA

• Henri van de VeldeBELGIUM

• Jugend Magazine

• Peter Behrens

GERMANY

WILL BRADLEY
• Very influenced by Beardsley  

(and ukiyo-e), which led  
him to flat shapes and  
stylized contour


• Visual unity of type  
and image 


• Repetition of figure in smaller 
size and overlapping


• Flat image and pattern – 
reduced to organic symbol in 
dynamic shape relationships.

Will Bradley, cover for The Chap Book, 1895

WILL BRADLEY
• Very influenced by Beardsley  

(and ukiyo-e), which led  
him to flat shapes and  
stylized contour


• Visual unity of type  
and image 


• Repetition of figure in smaller 
size and overlapping


• Flat image and pattern – 
reduced to organic symbol in 
dynamic shape relationships.

Will Bradley, cover for The Inland Printer, 1895
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A.L. Rich, trademark for General Electric, c. 1890 A.L. Rich, trademark for General Electric, c. 1890
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Henri van de Velde, poster for Tropon food concentrate, 1899 Henri van de Velde, Friedrich Nietzsche, Ecce homo, 1908

Henri van de Velde, initials from Van nu en straks, c. 1896

HENRI VAN DE VELDE

“…all branches of art – from painting to graphic design 
and from industrial design to sculpture –  
share a common language of form and  
are of equal importance to the human community.”


- Meggs, regarding the teachings of Henri van de Velde

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/laut/hd_laut.htm
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Nikki Arnell - https://jugendproject.weebly.com/ Nikki Arnell - https://jugendproject.weebly.com/

Nikki Arnell - https://jugendproject.weebly.com/ (L) Otto Eckman, Jugend cover, 1896;  (R) Hans Christiansen, Jugend cover, 1899 Nikki Arnell - https://jugendproject.weebly.com/

1937 covers (only 4 total of Hitler) Nikki Arnell - https://jugendproject.weebly.com/
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Peter Behrens, page design from Jugend, 1904 Peter Behrens, The Kiss, 1898
 Peter Behrens, Cover for AEG Catalog, 1900

Peter Behrens, AEG ad, 1907
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Genesis of Modernism

ART NOUVEAU

“The desire to abandon historical styles of the 1800s 
was an important impetus behind Art Nouveau and one 
that establishes the movement's modernism.  

Industrial production was, at that point, widespread,  
and yet the decorative arts were increasingly 
dominated by poorly-made objects imitating  
earlier periods. 


The practitioners of Art Nouveau sought to revive good 
workmanship, raise the status of craft, and produce 
genuinely modern design that reflected the utility of  
the items they were creating.”

GENESIS OF MODERNISM

https://www.theartstory.org/movement-art-nouveau.htm
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“The academic system – which dominated art education 
from the 1600s-1800s – underpinned the widespread 
belief that media such as painting and sculpture  
were superior to crafts such as furniture design and 
ironwork. The consequence, many believed, was the 
neglect of good craftsmanship.  


Art Nouveau artists sought to overturn that belief, 
aspiring instead to total works of the arts.  

In the process, Art Nouveau helped to narrow the gap 
between the fine and the applied arts, though it is 
debatable whether this gap has ever been  
completely closed.
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“Art Nouveau was aimed at modernizing design, seeking to 
escape the eclectic historical styles that had previously  
been popular…The style went out of fashion for the most 
part long before the First World War, paving the way for the 
development of Art Deco.


Many Art Nouveau practitioners felt that earlier design had 
been excessively ornamental, and in wishing to avoid what 
they perceived as frivolous decoration, they evolved a belief 
that the function of an object should dictate its form.


In practice this was a somewhat flexible ethos, yet it would 
be an important part of the style's legacy to later 
modernist movements, most famously the Bauhaus.”
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